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Abstract

Disclosed is a system for and a method of registering images captured by a computer-controlled microscope. The imaging system of the present invention includes a computer-controlled microscope electrically connected to a controller having a display device. The microscope further includes a barcode reader, a camera, a serial interface, one or more sensors, one or more motors, a light source, a turret, and a data interface. The method of image registration includes the steps of defining areas of interest on a microscope slide, creating a database of microscopic image locations, commanding a microscope to each location, capturing and storing an image, calculating correlation with neighbors, registering correlation scores and offsets, determining an anchor, and attaching neighbors using correlation scores and offsets.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD OF REGISTERING FIELD OF VIEW

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates to a system for and method of registering images captured by a computer-controlled microscope and, more particularly, this disclosure relates to optimizing the alignment of smaller fields of view captured by a computer-controlled automated microscope into larger fields of view.

BACKGROUND

In the field of anatomic pathology, a piece of human tissue is typically inspected and analyzed by marking a sample with a stain that reveals a visual indicator of diagnostic significance and then placing the stained tissue on a slide for viewing under a microscope. Automated imaging systems exist today that capture microscopic image data using a scanning instrument, such as a digital camera in combination with a computer-controlled microscope. Capturing areas of the slide sample at high magnification is necessary for examining minute features of the tissue. A single image of an entire tissue specimen at a high magnification such as 40× requires significant computer storage space and involves lengthy retrieval times. Alternatively, by collecting and storing the sample as any number of contiguous micro images at high objectives, the system can perform various compression techniques and make improvements to data acquisition, retrieval, display, and storage of the images.

A challenge relating to microscopy for anatomic pathology involves assembling micro images captured at high magnifications into a variety of fields of view. This could include a composite image of the entire slide sample or a field of view spanning any portion of the specimen. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,404,906, entitled, “Method and apparatus for acquiring and reconstructing magnified specimen images from a computer-controlled microscope,” describes a method of using a computer-controlled microscope system to provide a reconstructed, seamless image from several contiguous fields of view to show the architecture and spatial relationship of biological material in a specimen. A macro image of contiguous image titles at low magnification and optical resolution is obtained, and the user navigates within the macro image and selects areas. Higher magnification titles for the selected area are assembled and viewed at a higher magnification and optical resolution as a composite micro image of the selected area. Both the macro and micro images may be displayed simultaneously. Preferably, the user may scroll and cause additional fields of view to be added to previously displayed fields of view.

While the '906 patent provides a means of reconstructing micro images into other fields of view, it does not ensure that the system captured the expected image in the first place, nor does it explain what to do if image capture was imprecise. Calibration of such a system is frequently performed, but it is still unreasonable to account for every minor inaccuracy when working with images at very high magnification levels. One example of a calibration inaccuracy in the system might occur while moving the turret from one microscopic image to another. Because this process involves mechanical precision in measurements of microns, a slightly different image from what was expected may be captured. As a result, significant tissue samples may be overlooked. In addition, visible discontinuities may exist for any macro image including micro images where capture was inaccurate. What is needed is a means of seamlessly aligning microscopic images into larger fields of view.

Furthermore, if image capture by an automated microscope system is consistently inaccurate, this may indicate a need to calibrate the system. By analyzing the offset of each image, the system may be able to determine the variable by which inaccuracy is occurring. What is needed is a means of distinguishing between reasonable system inaccuracies and recurring system inaccuracies.

SUMMARY

Disclosed is a method of registering images captured by a computer controlled microscope. The method includes the steps of partitioning a microscopic image into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image; capturing image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment; determining an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared; and aligning the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments. In one embodiment, the microscopic image relates to an image of a microscope slide having a biological sample and each segment is classified as either an interesting segment that contains at least a portion of the sample, or a nonintersecting segment that contains none of the sample.

For each segment, a correlation score is calculated indicative of the level of correlation of the segment with each of its adjacent segments. The correlation score is calculated by correlating the duplicate region of the segment to a corresponding duplicate region of an adjacent segment. Furthermore, at least one offset value is calculated relative to an adjacent segment. The offset value is indicative of the amount that the segment is offset relative to the adjacent segment. The correlation score and offset values are used to align adjacent segments to one another.

Also disclosed is a computer program on computer readable medium comprising instructions to cause a computer to partition a microscopic image into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image; capture image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment; determine an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared; and align the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments.

Also disclosed is a microscope imaging system comprising a computer, which comprises a system processor and a computer program on computer readable medium. The computer program comprises instructions to cause the computer to partition a microscopic image into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image; capture image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment; determine an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared; and align the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments.

The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip-
tion below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A illustrates a high-level functional diagram of a microscope imaging system in accordance with the invention.

FIG. 1B illustrates a front view of an exemplary microscope.

FIG. 2 illustrates a conventional microscope slide for use within the microscope imaging system.

FIG. 3 illustrates an expanded view of a scan region of the microscope slide during the automated image scanning operation.

FIG. 4 illustrates a relationship between each zelle and a zelle database that includes a plurality of database files, each containing a plurality of zelle records.

FIG. 5 illustrates a two adjacent zelles and shows both a minimum image area necessary for capture and an excess area that a microscope imaging system may capture.

FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate a method of image correlation for two adjacent zelles.

FIGS. 7A through 7F illustrate a composite image of a series of zelles that is assembled by first determining an anchor zelle and then aligning each adjacent neighbor zelle using offsets and correlation calculations.

FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method of capturing and registering microscopic images.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Disclosed is a system for and a method of capturing images with a computer-controlled microscope. The system and method can be used to capture a macro image of a tissue specimen, wherein the image is comprised of a collection of seamlessly-aligned microimages wherein positioning inaccuracies that prevent the omission of a meaningful section of sample image content are eliminated. The disclosed system and method also identifies possible calibration inaccuracies

In one embodiment, the microscope 110 is a computer-controlled microscope suitable for use in an automated imaging system. In one embodiment, the microscope 110 is a ChromaVision Automated Cellular Imaging System (ACIS).

The microscope 110 further includes a barcode reader 116, a camera 118, a serial interface 120, one or more sensors 122, one or more motors 124, a light source 126, a turret 128, and a data interface 130, each of which is described further below.

The barcode reader 116 is a standard barcode reader capable of detecting an identifier located on, in the example of this device, a standard microscope slide, as described in more detail in reference to FIG. 2. The barcode reader 116 can also comprise any type of device that can read and/or categorize an identifier located on the microscope slide.

The camera 118 can be a digital camera having selectable resolution capabilities. Furthermore, the camera can comprise any type of device suitable for gathering an image. The camera 118 is mounted upon a turret 128 of the microscope 110 such that an aperture of the camera 118 is aligned with the field of view (FOV) of a lens associated with the turret 128. The camera 118 and the camera 118 are electrically coupled to a serial interface 120, which facilitates a serial communication link between the camera 118 and the barcode reader 116 and the controller 112. In one embodiment, the serial interface 120 provides a USB connection to controller 112. It should be appreciated that the camera 118 and the camera 116 can be communicatively coupled to the controller 112 in other manners.

The controller 112 can include one or more components for facilitating its functions. In one embodiment, the controller includes a USB card (not shown). The camera 118 provides a direct video output to the video card within the controller 112. The video card gathers the image data from camera 118 for processing in a well-known manner.

With reference still to FIG. 1A, the sensors include one or more sensors for sensing various aspects of the imaging system 100. For example, the sensors 122 include, but are not limited to, position sensors, temperature sensors, and light intensity sensors or optical encoders. The motors 124 can be any type of motors for providing motion to the microscope or any portion of the microscope. In one embodiment, the motors 124 are conventional servomotors associated with the motion control of microscope 110, such as those for rotating the appropriately powered lens within the optical path of microscope 110, for adjusting focus, or for controlling an automated X,Y stage (shown in FIG. 1B).

The light source 126 can be any suitable light source for appropriately illuminating the FOV of microscope 110 sufficient to create a digital image of that FOV. The turret 128 is a conventional motor-driven microscope turret upon which is mounted a set of lenses of varying power that may be rotated into the optical path of the microscope 110. The turret 128 is also suitably controlled to provide the desired focus. The motors 124, light source 126, and turret 128 feed to the electrical inputs of the data interface 130. The data interface 130 can be a conventional system driver card, which facilitates a data communication link between these elements and a motion control card (not shown) within the controller 112.

FIG. 1B shows a front view of an exemplary microscope 110. A set of viewing oculars 173 of the microscope 110 are optionally located on the microscope 110 for operator viewing. As mentioned, the microscope 110 further includes a camera 118 for acquiring images. An automatic slide-in-feed stage (not shown) in conjunction with an X-Y stage 177
provide automatic slide handling in the apparatus. The illumination light source 126 (not shown in FIG. 1B) projects light onto the X-Y stage 177, which is subsequently imaged through the microscope 110 and acquired through the CCD camera 118 for processing in an image processor. A Z stage or focus stage 179 under control of the microscope controller 112 provides displacement in the Z plane for focusing. The microscope 110 further includes the motorized objective turret 128 for selection of objectives.

With reference now to FIGS. 1A and 1B, the generalized operation of microscope imaging system 100 is now described. In an initial operation, one or more standard microscope slides having at least one biological sample deposited thereon and stained with one or more chromogenic dyes is fed to the automated X-Y stage 177 of the microscope 110. Each slide is fed via an in-feed stage (not shown) and subsequently is positioned in the FOV of microscope 110. Additionally, as each slide transitions from the in-feed stage to the microscope imaging system 100 to the X-Y stage of the microscope 110, an identifier of the target microscope slide is read by barcode reader 116 or is identified in another manner.

Once the slide is positioned in the FOV of the microscope 110, an image scan operation is performed wherein the slide is scanned at various resolutions and magnifications based upon image-processing algorithms and image analysis algorithms executed by the controller 112. Upon completion of the image scan operation, the slide is transferred out of microscope imaging system 100 via an out-feed stage of the system. Furthermore, the slide ID and image data for that particular slide is transmitted to controller 112 and stored in memory. The motion control system then moves the next target slide into the FOV of the microscope 110. The aforesaid process automatically repeats for each microscope slide that is automatically fed into microscope imaging system 100.

It should be appreciated that the microscope imaging system 100 can be configured to operate automatically. That is, a clinician can initiate the microscope imaging system 100 such that the microscope imaging system 100 thereafter operates automatically without the need for human intervention as long as a supply of microscope slides is available at its in-feed stage and no system errors occur. At any time during the process, however, a clinician may view and/or manipulate the digital image of any given slide via controller 112 and display device 114 for the inspection and analysis of any given specimen, as is well known in anatomic pathology. This is possible because the controller 112 reconstructs the image using the image data associated with the contiguous FOVs and the image registration information. Alternatively, the clinician and/or the controller can manually feed slides into the microscope imaging system.

With reference now to FIG. 2, there is shown a conventional microscope slide 200 formed of any suitable material, such as, for example, glass, for use within microscope imaging system 100. An identifier region 210 is located on the slide 200, such as at one end of microscope slide 200. A unique identifying tag is located in the identifier region 210. The identifying tag can be, for example, a barcode sticker, or any tag that can be used to identify the slide 200. The microscope slide 200 further includes a scan region 212, which is at least partially surrounded by a non-scan region 214. The scan region 212 represents a predetermined preliminary region of the slide 200 to be scanned. At least one sample, such as a sample 216 and a sample 218, are likely to be entirely or partially located within the scan region 212. The samples 216 and 218 are representative of any target specimen, such as, for example, a tissue sample resulting from a needle biopsy. The non-scan region 214 is the remaining area (excluding the scan region 216) along the edge of the microscope slide 200, within which it is unlikely that any sample is located. Consequently, the non-scan region 214 need not be scanned by the microscopic imaging system 100.

FIG. 3 illustrates an expanded view of the scan region 212 of the microscope slide 200 during the automated scanning operation of the microscope imaging system 100. The scan region 212 is partitioned into an array of contiguous segments, or zelles 310. Each zelle 310 covers a discrete portion of the scan region 212 and all the zelles collectively cover the entire area of the scan region 212. In one embodiment, the area of each zelle 310 is defined by the power (i.e., magnification) setting of the microscope 110. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that a microscopic FOV reduces very substantially as the magnification increases.

In one embodiment, the zelles 310 are representative of the FOVs during an image scanning operation in which low magnification and resolution are used; thus, the scan time and the amount of stored image data is minimized. Additionally, a low-power lens has a greater depth of focus, so microscope 110 can search for tissue without the steps of defocusing. The low-power lens is focused at either a best-guess plane or a plane derived from microscope calibration during the image scanning operation. Optionally, a separate low-resolution, wide-FOV camera may be used.

The controller 112 executes image-processing algorithms and image analysis algorithms to determine any regions of microscope slide 200 having content worthwhile for re-examination at a higher magnification during later scanning phases. More specifically, the controller 112 classifies zelles containing specimen content in one category and classifies zelles containing no specimen content in a separate category. For example, any zelle 310 found to contain specimen content is classified as “interesting” and is mapped as a logical “1”, as illustrated in FIG. 3. By contrast, any zelle 310 found to have no specimen content is classified as “non-interesting” and is mapped as a logical “0”. In this manner, a silhouette of each specimen, e.g., sample 216, is collectively formed by the zelles 310, thereby creating what is effectively a low-resolution image that may be processed using standard image-processing algorithms.

The parameters for analyzing each zelle 310 and determining whether there is anything of interest in each zelle 310 can be set by an operator depending on the test and application. In this way, the operator can vary how a zelle 310 will be classified. In order to efficiently perform the analysis of the zelles 310, it is desirable to avoid analyzing empty zelles 310 (i.e., zelles with no specimen content) so as to avoid unnecessarily using processing power and time of the controller 112. At the same time, there is a need to ensure that the controller does not miss any zelle 310 having mostly empty space and only a tiny segment of interest, but rather classifies such zelles as “interesting”. For example, the lower, left edge (with respect to FIG. 3) of the sample 216 is partially located within a zelle and it is desirable that this zelle not be missed. Thus, a statistical algorithm is run to determine whether there is anything of interest in each zelle 310 in order to reduce the likelihood of missing any zelles with sample located therein.

The manner in which a zelle is classified as “interesting” can be unique and varied to each particular application or test. For example, a priority may be set for blue stain, red stain, any speck of tissue, or a specified large volume of tissue in order for a zelle 310 to be classified as “interesting.” Consequently, the biological requirements of each particular test, as set by an operator, determine what is of interest and determine the parameters for classifying a zelle as “interesting.” Therefore, each zelle 310 is analyzed using predetermined parameters.
for a particular test using associated algorithms that determine whether what is found in each zelle 310 matches the predetermined criteria. If what is found in a particular zelle meets the predetermined criteria, then that zelle is classified as “interesting.”

With reference to FIG. 4, the zelles 310 derived from a particular sample can be stored in a database. FIG. 4 illustrates the relationship between each zelle 310 derived from, for example, the sample 216 and a zelle database 400. In one embodiment, the zelle database 400 is a non-volatile computer memory that resides on a physical hard drive (not shown) of the controller 112 of microscope imaging system 100. The zelle database 400 contains a plurality of zelle database files 412 (e.g., zelle database files 412a, 412b, and 412c in FIG. 4), wherein each zelle database file 412 contains one or more zelle records 414. Each zelle record 414 further includes a plurality of record fields 416 composed of binary digital data (not shown). In one embodiment, each zelle record 414 contains multiple zelle record fields 416 that each describe one or more individual attributes of its respective associated zelle 310. The attributes can vary and can include, for example, an identification number of scanned microscope slide 200, scale factors, the area of zelle 310, the time and date of the scan operation, the identification number of microscope imaging system 100, an image file address where the image data record for zelle 310 is stored, and a pointer to the image data record within the image file. Other useful information may also be contained in the database.

The zelle database 400 also includes placeholders for the width and height coordinates of each zelle 310. The width and height coordinates can be with respect to a coordinate system, such as a Cartesian coordinate system comprised of x and y coordinates that are oriented relative to a reference point on the slide. The process of capturing and inserting these coordinates into the zelle database 400 is referred to as the “registration” process. The registration process of these coordinates can occur either during the image capture process (referred to as “online”) or after the image capture process is complete (referred to as “offline”). Ideally, each pair of adjacent zelles 310, as defined by their width and height coordinates, should align contiguously with one another if microscope 110 captures each zelle as partitioned in FIG. 3. However, due to the nature of automated microscope 110 taking images at very high magnifications, minor inaccuracies during image capture may occur. Therefore, the zelles 310 can be captured with overlapping coverage areas to make sure that no region of an image is missed due to mechanical inaccuracies in the microscope 110.

FIG. 5 illustrates a first step in the aforementioned registration process. FIG. 5 shows a zelle A 510 from sample 216, which is adjacent to a zelle B 512 on the slide 200. During the process of partitioning an entire image into zelles 310 (as described above with respect to FIG. 3), the coordinates of the area of each zelle 310 as it relates to its real-world coordinates on the physical slide are identified and captured, creating a real-world area 514. For example, if the microscope slide 200 has real-world coordinates that range between 0 and 600 microns in width (x) and between 0 and 800 microns in height (y), the zelle A 510 within microscope slide 200 may have real-world coordinates x ranging, for example, between 400 and 500 microns in width and real world coordinates y ranging between 400 and 500 microns in height, given where zelle A 510 exists and how the zelle images have been partitioned within the scan region 212. The zelle B 512, which is considered a “neighbor” because it is adjacent to the right of zelle A 510, may have real-world coordinates ranging between 500 and 600 microns in width and the same 400 to 500 microns in height as zelle A 510, given that it sits directly to the right of zelle A 510 (with respect to FIG. 5).

As mentioned, for each zelle 310, the microscope 110 captures more image data than is truly necessary in order to compensate for the aforementioned inaccuracies with such a system. Because the system knows the real-world area 514 of the zelle A 510, the system can calculate an overlap or duplicate capture area for each side of zelle A 510, thus making sure that no region is missed. A duplicate capture region 518 in FIG. 5 is an example of the overlap area between neighboring zelle A 510 and zelle B 512.

The size of the duplicate capture region 518 can vary. For example, the duplicate capture region might be an extra 20 microns in width to the right of zelle A 510 and an extra 20 microns in width to the left of zelle B 512. Once the size of the duplicate capture region is determined, the system has the area that microscope 110 is commanded to capture. This is shown in FIG. 5 as an expected area 516, which includes the real-world area 514, the duplicate capture region 518, and any other additional capture regions for each side of zelle A 510. Therefore, the microscope 110 might be commanded to scan zelle A 510 at a width ranging between 380 and 520 microns and a height that might also range between 380 and 520 microns, which includes the real world width and height of the zelle A 510 plus an allowance for any duplicate capture regions. This additional capture is done for all zelles 310.

Although the microscope 110 may have been commanded to capture the expected area 516, minor inaccuracies may have caused the system to capture a slightly different image, shown as a captured area 520 in FIG. 5, which can include just a portion of the expected area 516. In fact, such inaccuracies may occur for any or all zelles 310; however, because inaccuracies occur within extra capture areas of each zelle image, the system does not miss key image data. That is, the duplicate capture regions of the zelles ensure that the system does not miss key data as a result of minor inaccuracies in the system. However, given that the expected area 516 and the captured area 520 may be different, the system may no longer understand the true coordinates of real-world area 514 as they relate to captured area 520.

FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate how a correlation algorithm is used to solve this problem by deriving an offset between each pair of adjacent zelles 310, wherein the offset comprises the distance by which the area of each zelle should be adjusted in order to properly align the zelles. For each of a zelle 310’s neighbors to the east (E), west (W), north (N) and south (S) (with reference to the legend shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B), a duplicate capture region 518 is captured as described above with reference to FIG. 5. A standard, two-dimensional cross-correlation algorithm compares the areas of overlap between each pair of zelles 310 to determine how much the images are offset. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that, knowing a priori the intended area of overlap, the algorithm needs only to be run on this area and not run over the entirety of both images. The areas of the two duplicate capture regions 518 may be sized differently to ensure that common imagery of one zelle 310 is within the other zelle 310.

As an example, in FIG. 6A, a duplicate capture region 610a of zelle A 510 is compared with a duplicate capture region 610b of zelle B 512. In FIG. 6B, a duplicate capture region 610c of zelle A 510 is compared with a duplicate capture region 610d of a zelle C 612 using the same correlation algorithm. As a result of correlation, each zelle 310 is matched with all of its neighbors, resulting in up to four offset values for each zelle, which are stored in zelle database 400.

In addition to storing offset values, a correlation score between each pair of adjacent zelles 310 is calculated and
stored, wherein the correlation score is indicative of how well the duplicate capture regions of a pair of adjacent zelles correlate to one another. For example, due to the extra white space in duplicate capture region 610c when compared with duplicate capture region 610d (shown in FIG. 6B), it appears that the algorithm will estimate a lower correlation score between zelle A 510 and zelle C 612, possibly as low as, for example, 75%. Therefore, between these two neighbors, zelle B 512 may have a higher correlation score with zelle A 510 than zelle C 612 does. This score is used during a second registration process when a single zelle 310 has conflicting offset values between two of its neighbors, which is described further in reference to FIG. 7C.

In one embodiment, the correlation algorithm has a list of at least three displacements between neighbors that are not allowed such that any neighbors violating the list do not receive a passing correlation score. These include displacements in which two neighboring zelles 310 overlap too little across X, overlap too much across X, or overlap too much across Y. Any neighbors violating such displacements do not receive a passing correlation score, even if they have a high match of offsets. Additional displacement calculations can always be used within the algorithm, and adjustments can be made to any of the allowed displacement values. FIGS. 7A through 7F illustrate the second registration step that is performed. The second registration step occurs after image data has been captured and stored as described in FIG. 5 and offsets and correlation scores between each pair of zelles 310 have been calculated and stored as described in FIG. 6. At this point, the microscope imaging system 100 can perform a registration process that creates one contiguous image.

FIG. 7A illustrates that microscope imaging system 100 first determines a good starting point for deciding how to piece the image together. This starting point is known as an anchor zelle 710. To determine anchor zelle 710, an algorithm is run to determine the most “connected” zelle 310. The most “connected” zelle is the zelle that has the greatest number of adjacent neighbor zelles 310 with sample content to the north, east, south, and/or west. If a zelle 310 has four adjacent neighbor zelles 310, this zelle 310 is referred to as being “four-connected”. If one or more zelles 310 have an equally high number of connections, the algorithm then determines which is closest to the center of the image. These two factors determine which single zelle 310 is known as anchor zelle 710. The anchor zelle 710 could also be calculated using any other parameters. Because inaccuracies tend to build upon themselves, starting with an anchor point at a corner of the image and reconstructing the image in a raster-like pattern is not as accurate as starting with a central anchor and building the image outwards. Thus, it can be desirable for the anchor zelle to be as close to the center of the image as possible.

To register anchor zelle 710, the microscope imaging system 100 sets the original real-world area of anchor zelle 710 as the actual registered area and stores the coordinates in zelle database 400. For example, if zelle A 510 is determined to be the most appropriate anchor zelle 710, real-world area 514 becomes the registered area for zelle A 510.

FIG. 7B illustrates the next process of, “attaching on cross” wherein neighboring zelles to the east, west, north and south (with respect to FIG. 7B) are aligned contiguous with the anchor zelle. By setting the registered positions of an east zelle 715, a south zelle 720, a west zelle 725, and a north zelle 730 according to the derived offsets each had with anchor zelle 710, as calculated by the correlation algorithm illustrated in FIG. 6, these four neighbors are aligned contiguous with anchor zelle 710.

FIG. 7C illustrates the next process of “attaching on square” wherein zelles diagonal (i.e., northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest) to the anchor zelle are aligned thereto. Unlike the process of attaching on cross, a northeast zelle 735 could potentially have matching offsets with both east zelle 715 and north zelle 730. To remedy this, the previously-calculated correlation score is used to determine which offset to use. The pair that has the highest correlation score is used in matching offsets. FIG. 7D shows northeast zelle 735, a southeast zelle 740, a southwest zelle 745, and a northwest zelle 750 aligning contiguously with previously registered east zelle 715, south zelle 720, west zelle 725, and north zelle 730, having performed “attaching on square” as described in reference to FIG. 7C. FIG. 7E shows that the process of “attaching on cross” is repeated, as four additional zelles 310 to the east, west, south, and north are registered relative to their neighbor zelles. It can be seen in FIG. 7E that thirteen zelles have now been aligned. The process of comparing the offsets and correlation scores of neighboring zelles is successively performed until all relevant zelles have been continuously aligned. For example, FIG. 7F shows that the process of “attaching on square” is repeated. However, the process now compares correlation scores for determining offsets for twelve new neighbor zelles 760—three each to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest. The registration process continues until all zelles 310 are registered and attached to the contiguous image.

FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram of a method 800 of the entire process of capturing and registering microscopic images in accordance with the invention. The controller 112 can perform the process pursuant to instructions on a computer-readable medium. In a first operation, represented by the flow diagram box 810 in FIG. 8, the areas of interest on the slide 200 are defined. Pursuant to this step, the microscope imaging system 100 scans the microscope slide 200 at a low resolution to identify where content (such as sample 216 and sample 218 in FIG. 2) exists on the slide. The system partitions the entire image into a series of smaller segments of images called zelles 310, such as shown in FIG. 3 and described above.

The process then proceeds to the operation represented by the flow diagram box 815, where a database of zelle locations is created. The coordinates of a real-world area 514 for zelle A 510 shown in FIG. 5) are logged in a zelle database 400, such as shown and described above with reference to FIG. 4. The coordinates are known because the system previously partitioned the image into these zelles 310 in the operation represented by flow diagram box 810.

The process then proceeds to the operation represented by the flow diagram box 820. Pursuant to this operation, the microscope imaging system 100 is commanded to move the FOV to the first zelle location. As discussed above, the imaging system 100 is equipped with motors 124 that can be used to move the FOV to a desired location. Once the microscope imaging system 100 is moved to the first zelle location, the process proceeds to the step represented by the flow diagram box 825, where the image is captured with excess area, as was described above with reference to FIG. 5. Specifically, the microscope imaging system 100 captures an image of a zelle 310, such as the zelle A 510 (FIG. 5) at a high resolution. This captured image includes excess image data for each side of zelle 310, wherein the excess image data comprises the previously-described duplicate capture region 518, for example.

In the next operation, the relevant data relating the zelle is captured in a database that includes location information for
the zelle, as represented by the flow diagram box 830 in FIG. 8. The image data and coordinates of the captured area, such as the captured area 520 for zelle A 510, are logged in the zelle database 400, as shown and described above with respect to FIG. 4. As discussed, this captured area may be slightly larger or smaller than the expected area, e.g., expected area 516, depending on inaccuracies experienced within microscope imaging system 100.

The process then proceeds to the operation represented by the flow diagram decision box 835, where it is determined whether more zelles need to be captured in order to capture the entire sample or samples on the slide 200 at high resolution. If more zelles indeed need to be captured (a “yes” output from the decision box 835), the process proceeds to the operation represented by flow diagram box 840. In the operation 840, the microscope imaging system 100 is commanded to move to the next zelle location. The process then returns to the operation of flow diagram box 825.

However, if no more zelles need to be captured, the process proceeds to the operation represented by flow diagram box 845. Pursuant to this operation, the correlation of the neighboring zelles is calculated in the manner described above. Each zelle 310 is correlated with at least one of its neighbors containing sample content on the slide. As mentioned, a correlation algorithm is performed using duplicate capture regions between two zelles 310 to obtain a correlation score for each zelle relative to all of its neighbors. For example, the duplicate capture regions 610a and 610b between zelle A 510 and zelle B 512 (shown in FIG. 6A), respectively, can be correlated. The process then proceeds to the operation represented by flow diagram box 850, where the correlation scores and offsets for the zelle are registered and stored. In this operation, the offsets and correlation score of each pair of neighboring zelles 310 are stored within the zelle database 400.

In the next operation, represented by the flow diagram decision box 855, it is determined whether another zelle needs to be correlated with at least one neighbor. If another zelle needs to be correlated (a “yes” output from decision box 855), the process returns to the operation of flow diagram box 845 where the correlation process repeats for the next zelle.

If no other zelles need to be correlated (a “no” output from the flow diagram box 855), then the process proceeds to the operation represented by flow diagram box 860. Pursuant to this operation, the anchor point is determined. As discussed above, the anchor point, such as an anchor zelle, is the starting point for piecing together the resultant macro image. The anchor zelle is the zelle by which all adjacent regions will be compared in the initial operation. As discussed above, the anchor point is determined using a calculation of connectedness and centrality for each zelle. The real-world coordinates of the anchor point are logged as its registered coordinates in the zelle database 400. For example, the coordinates of the real-world area 514 of zelle A 510 become its registered coordinates.

The process then proceeds to the operation represented by the flow diagram box 865. Pursuant to this operation, neighboring zelles that are adjacent to the east, west, north, and south are attached “on cross” using the previously-calculated offset, as was described above with reference to FIG. 7B. Each neighbor of the anchor zelle 710, such as the east zelle 715 in FIG. 7B, is registered by comparing the offset of each neighbor versus the registered coordinates of the anchor zelle 710. This operation effectively attaches the neighbor zelle contiguous with the anchor zelle.

The process next proceeds to the operation of flow diagram box 870, where the highest correlated neighbor is determined for the anchor zelle (or whatever zelles is currently being processed). Each neighbor zelle 310 of the current zelle (such as east zelle 715, which neighbors zelle 710 in FIG. 7C), that was attached on cross in the operation of flow diagram box 865 may have adjacent zelles 310 that also need registration. For example, the northeast zelle 735 and southeast zelle 740 in FIG. 7C may also need registration. However, the neighbor zelles 310 can have conflicting offsets. For example, the northeast zelle 735 has an offset with both east zelle 715 and north zelle 730. Consequently, the highest correlating neighbor is determined by using correlation calculations from the operation of flow diagram box 845.

The process then proceeds to the next operation, represented by flow diagram box 875. In this operation, neighbor zelles are attached to the current zelle “on square” using the previously-calculated offsets. In this step, each adjacent zelle 310, such as northeast zelle 735 in FIGS. 7C and 7D, is registered by comparing the offset between it and its highest correlating neighbor (as determined in step 870). This effectively attaches the adjacent zelle 310 contiguous with the anchor zelle and neighbors on cross by storing its registered coordinates.

In the next operation, represented by the flow diagram decision box 880 in FIG. 8, it is determined whether more zelles need to be registered. If more zelles indeed need to be registered (a “yes” output from decision box 865), then the process returns to the operation of flow diagram box 865, where the neighboring zelles are registered and attached. If no more zelles need to be registered (a “no” output from decision box 880), then the process ends.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A computer implemented method of registering images captured by a computer controlled microscope comprising: partitioning a microscope image of a microscope slide having a biological sample into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image; classifying each segment as either an interesting segment that contains at least a portion of the sample or a non-interesting segment that contains none of the sample; capturing image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment; determining an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared, wherein the anchor segment is determined based on which segment has the highest number of adjacent interesting segments; and aligning the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments.

2. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein the capturing, determining, and aligning steps are performed only on segments classified as interesting.

3. A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising storing attribute data relative to each segment in a database.

4. A method as defined in claim 3, wherein the attribute data include the area covered by each segment as defined by a coordinate system.

5. A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising, for each segment, calculating at least one correlation score indicative of the level of correlation of a segment with each of its adjacent segments, wherein the correlation score is calcu-
lated by correlating the duplicate region of the segment to a corresponding duplicate region of an adjacent segment.

6. A method as defined in claim 5, further comprising, for each segment, calculating at least one offset value relative to an adjacent segment, the offset value being indicative of the amount that the segment is offset relative to the adjacent segment.

7. A method as defined in claim 6, wherein aligning the segments with one another comprises:

using the offset values of each of the anchor zelle’s adjacent segments to contiguously align each of the adjacent segments to the anchor zelle; and
using the correlation scores to resolve conflicting offset values between the adjacent segments and the anchor segment, wherein the offset value corresponding to the neighbor with the highest correlation score relative to the anchor segment is used to align the neighbor segments to the anchor segment.

8. A method as defined in claim 7, further comprising successively aligning all of the segments to the anchor segment to form the single macroscopic image.

9. A method as defined in claim 8, wherein a north, south, east or west adjacent segment is aligned to a subject segment prior to aligning a diagonal segment to the subject segment.

10. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein the anchor segment is further determined based on which segment is closest to the center of the microscopic image.

11. A computer program on computer readable medium comprising instructions to cause a computer to:

partition a microscopic image into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image;
classify each segment as either an interesting segment that contains at least a portion of the sample or a non-interesting segment that contains none of the sample;
capture image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment;
determine an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared, wherein the anchor segment is determined based on which segment has the highest number of adjacent interesting segments; and
align the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments.

12. A computer program as defined in claim 11, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

for each segment, calculate at least one correlation score indicative of the level of correlation of a segment with each of its adjacent segments, wherein the correlation score is calculated by correlating the duplicate region of the segment to a corresponding duplicate region of an adjacent segment.

13. A computer program as defined in claim 12, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

for each segment, calculate at least one offset value relative to an adjacent segment, the offset value being indicative of the amount that the segment is offset relative to the adjacent segment.

14. A computer program as defined in claim 13, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

use the offset values of each of the anchor zelle’s adjacent segments to contiguously align each of the adjacent segments to the anchor zelle; and
use the correlation scores to resolve conflicting offset values between the adjacent segments and the anchor segment, wherein the offset value corresponding to the neighbor with the highest correlation score relative to the anchor segment is used to align the neighbor segments to the anchor segment.

15. A computer program as defined in claim 13, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to successively align all of the segments to the anchor segment to form the single macroscopic image.

16. A computer program as defined in claim 11, wherein the anchor segment is further determined based on which segment is closest to the center of the microscopic image.

17. A microscopic imaging system comprising:

a computer comprising:
a system processor;
a computer program on computer readable medium, the computer program comprising instructions to cause the computer to:
partition a microscopic image into a series of segments, wherein each segment comprises a discrete portion of the microscopic image;
classify each segment as either an interesting segment that contains at least a portion of the sample or a non-interesting segment that contains none of the sample;
capture image data for each of the segments, wherein the image data for each segment includes at least one duplicate region of image data that overlaps with the image data of an adjacent segment;
determine an anchor segment by which all adjacent segments will be compared, wherein the anchor segment is determined based on which segment has the highest number of adjacent interesting segments; and
align the segments with one another to create a single macroscopic image comprised of the aligned segments.

18. A system as defined in claim 17, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

for each segment, calculate at least one correlation score indicative of the level of correlation of a segment with each of its adjacent segments, wherein the correlation score is calculated by correlating the duplicate region of the segment to a corresponding duplicate region of an adjacent segment.

19. A system as defined in claim 18, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

for each segment, calculate at least one offset value relative to an adjacent segment, the offset value being indicative of the amount that the segment is offset relative to the adjacent segment.

20. A system as defined in claim 19, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to:

use the offset values of each of the anchor zelle’s adjacent segments to contiguously align each of the adjacent segments to the anchor zelle; and
use the correlation scores to resolve conflicting offset values between the adjacent segments and the anchor segment, wherein the offset value corresponding to the neighbor with the highest correlation score relative to the anchor segment is used to align the neighbor segments to the anchor segment.

21. A system as defined in claim 19, wherein the instructions further cause the computer to successively align all of the segments to the anchor segment to form the single macroscopic image.

22. A system as defined in claim 17, wherein the anchor segment is further determined based on which segment is closest to the center of the microscopic image.